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the serious student of theology will benefit complexities of Aquinas' thought than Profes-
enormously from interacting with Aquinas' sor Davies' The Thought of Thomas Aquinas. 
thought. And, for both the uninitiated stu-
dent as well as the more experienced scholar，〔ReligiousStudies〕
there is no better guide in English to the rich 
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Harold Netland's interest in religious plural- paucity of rhetoric is characteristic of his 
ism turned seriously academic at Claremont writing style and his arguments. He considers 
under Professor John H. Hick. Perhaps it was opposing views and, for the most part, handles 
this opportunity joined to his former mission- them comprehensively and with skill and 
ary work in Japan that forms the interest understanding. 
behind this book. In any event, this book is an Perhaps one of the most significant parts of 
excellent e宜ortby “one of us”at TCI to speak the book is the section on“propositional truth.” 
to the issue企oman evangelical perspective. He observes that the four religious traditions 
Knowing that Netland did his research at he describes (Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam & 
Claremont under Dr. John Hick, one might Shinto) have one thing in common: namely 
assume some form of inclusivist position to they al “agree that the notion of propositional 
have evolved within that context of study. On exclusive truth is misleading and inappropri-
the contrary, Netland holds to an exclusivist ate when applied to religion.”He then proceeds 
position and this book is a defense of that view. to argue, in the face of religious content of 
He approaches the issue epistemologic2lly, these traditions and western inclusivist apolo-
seeking to deal with the problem of conflicting gists (Wilfred Cantwell Smith, R. B. Braithwaite, 
truth claims. Ludwig Wittgenstein, etc.), that these posi-
Among the strengths of the book is Netland's tions have serious deficiencies. His elucidation 
careful treatment of contrasting positions. A of these deficiencies is both thoughtful and 
70 
thorough. Netland concludes that 
“any epistemologically acceptable theory 
of religious truth must recognize that beliefs 
are integral to religion and that truth in 
religion, just as in other domains, must 
include the notions of propositional and 
exclusive truth." 
Concerning the religious content of other 
religions and epistemology he reasons that 
“Christian exclusivism does not entail 
that al truth worth knowing is to be found 
within Christianity, although it will hold that 
al truth, regardless of where it is found, is 
God’s truth and is compatible with God’s 
revelation in Scripture. Christian exclusiv-
ism simply affirms that where the beliefs of 
other religions are incompatible with those 
〔書評〕
of Christian faith the former町eto be rejected 
as false.” 
With regard to areas of concern I wonder if 
Netland's thesis would have been strengthened 
by David Bosch’s very helpful "fourth Way” 
model, found in his earlier work (Theology of 
Religions, UNISH, ch. 6). At times Netland 
wants to say“yes”to what he finds in other 
religions (as seen in the quote above) and at 
other times he wants to say“no”. Bosch’s 
historical and theological overview of “abiding 
paradox" would have made that task easier in 
this book. 
Taken on the whole I found this book to 
be well written and one that should be found 
in the library of those interested in theology 
of religions! 
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松本 曜
“To go the extra mile for peace，＇’Bush said, he の発言である。この英語の文の中に聖書か
would receive Iraqi Foreign Minister Teriq ら来た表現があるのに気が付くであろう
Aziz in Washington. Newsweek, May 13, 1991 か。 got舵 extramikがそうである（マタイ
5:41参照）。この様に，英語の雑誌や文学
湾岸戦争を前にしてのブッシュ元大統領 作品などを読んでいると聖書に基づいた表
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